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Hie aim of tails study is to present a ooznparatiTe analysis
of the development of thought In Egypt from the Middle Kingdom
to the i^lre, and In China from the Han to the Ming Dynasties*
An attempt will also he made to show how in the two societies
man made the transition frcsa an age of customary morality to one
of philosophy* This transition le an acknowledged fact, althou^ f
have stopped to consider Just how the transition was made In
China and Egypt or to discover the similarities and dlsslmllarl-
ties in the ejiperlenoes of these two societies
For the purpose of this study, let us regard the philosophic
cal age as the resiUt of a developmental process* The discussion
that follows, however. Is not a de Morgan*Baehofen view of Im¬
mutable evolutionary stages* But, even the de Morgan-Bachofeh
view recognises that religion cannot be separated from a discus*
Sion of man* In all Its stages azid manifestations It has been
Inextricably linked with the mind and personality of man* Re¬
ligion and Its observances, rituals, beliefs and ceremonies are
all the products of man^s mind, aM the es^resalon of his person¬
ality* In turn, the history of human societies seems to Indi¬
cate that the development of religion has been a necessary base
or antecedent to the development of philosophy In these societies*
The earliest periods of human life were perhaps character¬
ised by a lack of religion of any form* Life during these per-
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lods msia beat a atrogglA. Fuirinment of the baaio biologi¬
cal needa vaa of prime iB^ortanoe* There waa little or xno lan¬
guage and aelf-preserTatlon eaa the dominant drlTe*
Ihen the powera of thought and action matured and man had
more time to obaerre and conalder hla environment^ he beeame more
aware of the dlfferencea between himself and the world about him*
He began to wonder about the causes ihloh lay behind the effects
which he could observe* He began to express himself more freely
and eventually to use hla subjective expressions In an attempt
to explain natural phenomena* He accumulated a large store of
beliefs about hla environment and It Is In these beliefs that
we find the seeds of primitive religion* Religion In this stage
embodied a grotip of customs idileh governed the life of the In¬
dividual* Confoxmdty was the rule* Custom was of first Impor¬
tance and the Interests of the Individual were subordinated to
tribal custcmui idiloh extended to all aspects of life*
At the next stage we find that religion hsd lost some of
its primitive eharaeterlstlos and had produced philosophical
thinking* Consciously or unoonssloualy^ man began to reexamine
the body of beliefs which were st the basis of his religion* He
then selected those aspects of his beliefs shloh appeared to him
most valid In the light of his aceumulsted experience^ and de¬
veloped this selection Into a more or less systematised collec¬
tion of ideas* In other words, man waa becoming theological*
he had formulated an Ideal and was working toward Its realiza¬
tion*
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Thus9 «acli new stage In tlie dewelopment of religion oame
as the result of a broader outlook and of needs idiioh came as a
oonsequenee of this extension of outlook.
It la olear that there ean be drawn from this analysis of
the dewelopment of thought In Egypt and China no eoncluaions
that will apply equally to other sooleties. But» it is be-
lieyed that the larger aspects of the analysis will apply rath¬
er broadly to any society.
Ho attempt is made to diseuss politieaX eTents, per 8e« al¬
though it has been almost impossible to avoid giying some con¬
sideration to political deyelopments if only to serve as guide-
posts in the history of the development of thought in a society^
CHAPTER Z
THE PHILOSOPHI OP THE ANCIEHT EGXPTIAH3
Egypt occupied througbout tlie *Fir*t Intermediate Period"
a aemi*isolated geograpMoal position in respect to its proximi¬
ty to other eifUisations» and experienced a major breakdown in
its ciTilisation* The "First Intermediate Period" is charac¬
terised by a disintegrated central political structure and a
languishing culture.^
During and after the Kiddle lOnglom which followed the
"First Intemediate Peri<^* Egyptian society rewiwed* Follow¬
ing the Middle Kingdom we see a fundamental derelopment begin¬
ning to take place in the thought of the Egyptians. From the
Twelfth Dynasty throu^ the Empire the dewelopment in Egyptian
thought was inextricably bound to and depexident on that g^aeral
emancipation experienced by Egypt^ as its politloeJ. institutions
social organisation* sued economic structure underwent change.
The Egyptian philosophy of the cosmos* the state, and the
place of humaxiity within both can be best grasped by understand-
iThe discussion iTilch follows above is based largely on
Alexandre Moret* The Kile and Egypti^ Civilisation (Hew York*
1927)} A. Moret and G. I)avy. Fr^ Tribe to Empire CSew York-
1926}} E. Drloton and J. Vandier, Les peuples de"*!*orient ^^i"*
terranSen (Paris, 1938^ H. Breasted. A Hlaiory of Egypt (Mew
‘X'ork* 15^05}} idem. Dawn of Conscience (Hew York. 1933J, Henri
Frankfort, Kingship and the Gods ((Chicago, 1952); idem, Relent
Egyptian Religion (Hew York* 1648); and John A. iilson. The Bur-
d^ of* Egypt (Cdicago* 1951).
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lug religlozit whlclx vfts closely bound up with the political sys¬
tem* Egyptian thought from the Middle Kingdom to the Empirsji
though closely associated with actlTe political deweloimientSf
did not undergo any sudden or drastic change^ but was constantly
being revised and manifested a definite tendency towards sophis¬
tication* To delineate the subtlety of this revision it is best
that our discussion begin with the original Ideas of these peo¬
ple* We shall notice that» as the Egyptian;: attained greater
control over natural forces* his e3^)lanation of tliem became more
systezoatio and critical* and altered his conception of the state
and the eeleatial world*
Egyptologists usually believe that the Egyptians were poly¬
theistic in thoxight* for their religion embraced a multitude of
deities* one may insist* however* that the Egyptians were mono-
physite since they clearly show in their writings that their gods
were of a single nature and that this nature was epitomised in
the sun god* At an early stage of their development they attri¬
buted human form to this god* but* even then* he and his subor¬
dinate gods were operative largely in the heavenly sphere* The
gods were* however* embodiments of an idea which necessitated
earttily application* Thus* they were represented on earth in
the human form of their relative* the son of the creator god*
the Pharaoh.
The fundamental beliefs held by the Egyptians* as expressed
in their writings* appear always the same* They looked forward
to the resurrection and immortality and* hence* all of their
writings reflected that one idea*
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In splt0 of nil the popular devalopmenta of rellgioua
maglo • • • the essentials of the Indigenous religion
of the country reioained vmchanged from the time of the
early dynasties to the end of the Qraeoo'Boman Period*^
Paring the period of the Old Kingdom, Egyptians regarded
the eelestial world as a repliea of their own world. Xhe Pharaoh
was supposed to be the actual link between the two la^lds be-
eause he was related to the gods* He was thou^t to be a diwine,
omniscient arbiter of all affairs affecting the state and its
people. Since xoost—perhaps aU—of his subjects considered him
of divine origin all power and the very existence of the state
were inherent in the divinity of the Pharaoh* s person. His di¬
vine birth afforded him mystical powers to perform his duties of
state. He sat in his capital at Mea^his as the ultimate source
of authority and adjudicated all oases in which there were mis¬
carriages of justice, paid homage to his family, the greater gods,
and sanctioned all laws.
Edgerton believes that all legislative functions were dis¬
charged by the Pharaoh.^ Certainly among the ancient Egyptiaxis
all legislative utterance by the Pharaoh was accepted as magical.
The fact that his utterances finally reached the person charged
with executing the command, no matter where that agent might be
in the kingdom, contributed to the magical aura which surrounded
<^e Pharaebu' The Pharaoh waa a virtual autocrat, but, even so,
1e. a. Wallis Budge, Osiris and the Egyptian Resiurreotion
(LoMon, n. d.}, I, x.
^W. F» Edgerton, ^Feudal or Similar Institutions in Ancient
Egypt" (Private circulation by the American Council of Learned
Societies, 1950), p» 1.
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he did not govern without conaiderAtion for the welfare of the
people. Ho was thougjit to be obligated to thei greater goda of
the celestial world to . . respect the tradition and privi¬
leges of classes and regions* In so far as he approved their
fairness; but in principle there was no •autonomous justice or
law outside the crown.Frankfort rightly observes that the
power of the Pharaoh over his subjects * was experienced not as
a tyranny reluctantly endured but as a relationship which estab¬
lished for each subject his function and plaoe In the world.
We should be mindful of the fact that the Fharaoh*s powers
do not appear to have rested on force, but on the conviction
of the populace that the state and a population with class dis¬
tinctions had been fashion^ by the gods and ougdt therefore to
exist. Furthermore, to most Egyptians the world order was fixed
and stable, conforming largely to the celestial world of the
gods. Consequently they were not friendly to any attempts to
change it. It is quite possible that the Egyptians had more
definite ideas than these, but we do not know whst they were.
We are fairly certain, however, that they were eager to maintain
amicable relations with the gods that divine protection ml^t
be enlisted In times of danger aM divine blessings gained after
death in everlasting life.
Yet, that every Egyptian hoped for iaHaortallty during the
^Frankfort, Kingship and the Gods, p. SI.
^Ibld». p. 53.
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Old Kingdom is hl^y problematical. The general opinion of
acholara la that only the Pharaoh was thought to achlere aur**
Tlral, but in a strange manner which included somehow a part or
perhaps all of his subjects.^ The life, therefore, of Egyptians
ohosen for the celestial world was thought to be inextricably
bound to and dependent on that of the Pharaoh* Consequently, it
^is very possible that the Egyptians believed that an attempt to
change the world social order and depose the Pharaoh would bring
the disfavor of the gods and jeopardise a pleasant life in this
world and the next*
The efficacy among the people of the s^th that the Pharaoh
was a god who had power over the celestial forces rested on the
literature and rituals perfected by the priests. There was no
single body of priests to administer the religious ceremonies
thi^oughout Egypt* Egypt was composed administratively of about
forty nomea and each had its own priesthood thou^ there was
little variation in their temple organization* Priests were
responsible to the Somaroh in whose area theXr temple was located.
The Pharaoh himself was not confined to or associated with any
particular order of priests* He, by virtue of the fact that he
was the son of the gods, could officiate before azy nome god*
The Memphite Theology of the Old Kingdom shows clearly that
Egyptian thou^t was speoxilative and sou^t to give an adequate
explanation of the phyaical world. More particularly, the Egyp¬
tian was concerned with the process and purpose of creation* In
^Cf* Prloton and Tandler, op. eit», p# 92j Moret, The Hile
and Egyptian CivilIgation, p« 3^2*
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the Memphite Theology Ptah was proclaimed “the earth god*
•the primary source of existence"*^
He tPtah] created the local godsy he made the cities^ he
founded the proTlnolal dlwlslonaj he put the gods In
their places of worship^ he fixed their offerings, he
founded their chapels* He made their bodies (statues)
resenhle that which pleased their hearts (that is, the form
In which they desired to be manifested). And so the gods
entered into their bodies of ewery kind of wood, of every
kind of stone, of every kind of clay, of every kind of
thing which grows upon him. In which they have taken
form*2
According to Wilson, this "Idea of a rational principle
behind creation constitutes the Egyptian's closest approach to
the Logos doctrine'—* In the beginning was the Word, and the
Word was with Gtod, and the Word was God**"^ It is significant
that. In their attes^t to discover first principles to explain
the universe, the Egyptians were engaged In a fom of abstract
thinking* They were seeking rather pragtoatlcally an understand*
Ing of the cosmos and the place of humanity within It,
But we must remember that the Mesphlte Theology lies
two thousand years before the Greeks or Hebrews* The
Insistence that there was a creative and controlling
Intelligence, which fashioned the phenomena of nature
and which provided, from the beginning, rule and ra¬
tionale, was a high peak of pre-Greek thinking, a peak
udilch was not surpassed In later Egyptian history*
From that achievement it may be ar^ed that ancient
Egypt exhibited Its best at the beginning of Its history.
In the first three or four dynasties, when its culture
was still tentative and exploratory, in search of nation¬
al expression* Later, when It had discovered the satis¬
factory forma of expression, speculation about purposes
^Freinkfort, Ancient Egyptian Religion, p, 25*
^Ibld.* p, 24.
Spp, clt., p* 59*
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and goals Tell itruier a kind or tacit interdict, and
the world and heavenly order had to he accepted as given,
as belonging to the reala of divine myth and therefore
not to be examined or questioned by mere man.^
!£his tacit interdict shieh Wilson believes defined the scope of
Egyptian thou^t will be explained idxen we compare the Memphite
Theology with the Amama Theology of Ikhnaton.^
The viewa outlined above were generally held by Egyptians
at the beginning of the "First Intermediate Period." When the
political fabric of the Old Kingdoa broke up following the Sixth
Z>ynasty, particularism became the order of the day. Nomarchs
began to appear as virtual Pharaohs in their areas. The heaven*
ly society which had been conceived by Egyptians as a replica
of the larger society was demagtalfied to such an extent that it
conformed largely to that of the earthly nome. The position of
He, who had been conceived as creator god and chief priest of
all goda in the Old Kingdom, was usurped by the patron deity of
the nome. The decadence of Egyptian high culture in the "First
Intermediate Period* did not destroy the fundamental Egyptian
eode of morality, belief in immortality, or belief in the ex*
Istenoe of a benevolent, cminiscient being. Although Egypt was
not unified, this did not seriously affect the course of Egypti¬
an thoixght* Tb« priests of the various nomes were developing
a ayst^oatlo, coherent theology out of fundamental Egyptian




particular noiaa* At the same time these beliefs were appar¬
ently being purified by the various priesthoods. Althou^
Egyptians are usually ©onsldered polytheistic in religion,^ it
woixld seem that their religious beliefs were steadily approach¬
ing a juncture where they thought one god was what actually
existed. Budge points out that the Egyptians always believed
in the supremacy of one god and that their shole theological
system was based on that belief.^ He states further thatt
13/hen we examine the *gods" [of the Egyptians] closely,
they are found to be zxothing moz*© or less than forms,
or manifestations, or phases, or attributes,*of one
god, that god being Ha the Sun god, who, it must be
remembered, was the type and symbol of God*^
The process through ishich, at different times, Osiris, Isis,
Amon, Atum, Chepre, Ehnum, Eorus, Min, Mentu, Sebek, Ptah, and
Thoth each appeared to the Egyptians as a universal god identi¬
fied with and perhaps equal to Re illustrates the synoretistic
nature of Egyptian beliefs. The emergence of Amon as Re, "cre¬
ator god and king of all other gods," and as Osiris, "god of
eternity and everlastingness," cannot be due solely to the fact
that the Fharaohs of the Twelfth Pynasty unified Egypt. Nor can
it be due to the additional consequence that Amon became the
official god of Egypt only because he was their patron deity.^
^Frankfort, Ancient Egyptian Religion, p. 22.
A. Wallis Budge, Egyptian Ideas of the Future Life (3rd
ed.j London, 1908), pp. 1-2.
Sibid.. p. 131.
^Adolf Erman, A Handbook of Egyptiyx Religion (London^ 1904) j
Frankfort, Kingship and the Gods, 160-161.
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Ztxif ttlio substitution of Araon^Re for Re] is usually
considered a mere trick of priestly STneretisa Intended
to add glamour to the god of the capital''Shebes* In
reality, it vas truly creatiTe thou^t which realized
the potentialities of a combination of the concept of
the creator-sun with that of Amon, the •breath of life,*•the hidden one,* sdoc, as one of the Ei^t of Eezmopolis,
was part of uncreated chaos*
« • « Amon could be ▼lewed as the First Cause, especi¬
ally since, as lu>eath, unseen, he could be apprehended as
the basis of life* Hence the phrases *Amon, the venerable
god who came into being v^eh one lives forever** ^e
same thought is ejcpressed in the Luxor temple in a desigo
in which Amon holds the sign of life tonmird King Ameno-
phis III with the woiMst *ky beloved son, receive my
likeness in thy noiSe**
Thus the god CAmon] who had been the invisible dynamic
element of Chaos, the wind, became the source of ll^t
and order and power, not isj^ike the Hebrew r»eh elohim^
the breath of God,* which *moved upon the face of the
waters** As has been said, Amon is not only deus invisi-
bilis but deus ineffabllis* He is also the g^^TTo whom
toe poor can prayt "lEoulart Amon, the lord of him who
is silent, vhx> oometh at the voice of ^e humble man**
Amon, then, was a universal god. « . *^
Ihia god had been most vividly displayed in the quaai-
huxoan form of Re and Osiris* As a result of a common medium of
communication azid the prodigious^ efforts of the Amon priesthood,
by the end of t^e Middle Kingdom this aspect of Egyptian thought
had become common to almost all Egypt* There must have been a
relationship between the clergy in the various parts of Egypt
'i^ch approximated that existing between the central and nome
governments* It is even possible that the priests were policy¬
makers in government during the Middle Kingdom* If this is
true, it may have resulted in a semi-ecclesiastical form of gov¬
ernment. We have no evidence that the priests held official po¬
sitions, but they appear to have been in such positions that the
^Frankfort, Ancient Egyptian Religion, pp* 160-161
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rellgloua polloles tliey favored usually were Implemanted* It
muat be remembered here that Amon waa not an artificial con*
ception^ even thou^ he poaseaaed little individuality ina f
as he vaa an amalgam of all Egyptian goda.^ Axaoo. as a conpoalte
of all Egyptian gods vaa pushed into the position of patron
deity of Egypt by the priests* From the merger of Amon with Re
"most of the gods of cities and nomes are associated with Re**
Solarized, one may say**vlth a view to religious centraliza¬
tion*
Despite t3iii apparent polytheism udiioh sas manifested so
vividly when Egypt was not unified during the "First Intermedi¬
ate Period," it *is certain that from the earliest times one of
, . i 1 i
the greatest tendencies of Egyptian religion was toward monothe¬
ism*" This "tendency may be observed in all important texts
down to the latest period; it is also certain that a kind of
polytheism existed in Egypt side by side with monotheism from
very early times*By the time of the Empire, ihat Budge con¬
siders as the eo-existence of polytheism and monotheism was
diminishing, for Egyptian religloas thought was tending to be¬
come less rigid as religious doctrines were simplified* As the
masses had been extendi a chance to achieve immortality about
the beginning of the Middle kingdom, likewise they perhaps were
led to understand that the supreme god Amon-Re was not human, im¬
moral, and cruel, but a beneficent, moral creator who looked after
^Erman, op* eit«» p* 68*
^Moret, The Rile and Egyptian Civilization, p* 233.
^Budge, Egyptian Ideas of the Future Life, p* 14.
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^the velfar« of tho Egyptians.
Befora Atoon-Ko beoama paramount god in tbia Middle Kingiom
he had usurped the positions of Re and Osiris. Iha dognias aM
rituals of both Osiris and Ra had occupied central, positions in
Egyptian thought. In faot» each deity had his own domain in
Egyptian life. Moret points out that Ra*s province included all
that pertained to Creative power and organization of the world
and society^ while "everything conneeted with the loaintenanee
of life, nourishment, the war with death, and resurrection af*^
ter death is under Osiris."^ As the state tended toward een«^
tralization, the Egyptians* belief about the function of Re and
Osiris began to overlap and there was a fusion of the Re end
Osirian myths.
In the official doctrines of the XIXth X^nasty • • •
Cone finds that] the two gods have composed *one single
soul in two twins* ever since the day at Mendes, long
ago, vhen Osiris met Re and the two gods embraced. In
the universe, death and life, night and day, are com.*
plementary, one la the past, the other ia futiire. Osiria
ia called Yesterday, *Re ia called Yo*fflorrow.*«
It will be recalled that the Osirian burial rites prior to
the Twelfth Dynasty were dispensed to the Rharaoh only, and that
Egyptians who achieved iimaortality did so because of their
curious association with the Rharsoh. Moret and others suggest,
however, that under the Middle Kingdom Osirian burial rites were
dispensed not only to the Rhsraoh but also to his subjects. Ac¬
cording to Moret, all "Egyptians were promoted to immortality"
llCoret, The Hile and Egyptian Civilization, pp. 384*385.
Rlbid.. p. 385.
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and did not achleT® iurTlval through some strange association
with the Fharaoh*^ We are not certain ewen now that Osirian
rites were thought by Egyptians to confer immortality# For
those Egyptians iritao achieved Immortal life, their position In
the "hereafter" was not thou^t to have differed very markedly
from their earthly position. It was generally believed that a
person sfco had lived a pious life on earth might be entitled to
a reunion with his kinfolk In the hereafter#
During the Middle Kingdom, Egyptian religion demonstrates
a tendency to become piirer and more personal as the Egyptian be»
ciame^more soj^hlstleated In thou^t and prospered under his eeo-*
noraio and polltldCL systems# His conscience directed his In*-
tercourse with his fellow humans# He had only to respect and
revere his deity, and obey his earthly ruler to achieve salva*
tlon#
Hear the end of the Middle Kingdom, considerable change was
taking place In the thought of the people# Gne Inscription of
o 3
Sesostrls,* the Inscription of Seheteplbre, and the Great Aby>
dos Stela^ tezkl to support the Idea that Egyptian thought
during the Middle Kingdom and Into the period of the Hyksos rule
3-lbid., p# 397# Cf• also Budge, op# clt.. pp. x ff# j and
Breasted, Dawn of Conscience, p# 50#
^Breasted, Ancient Records (5 vola#; Chicago, 1906), 1, 243.
Sibld., p. 327.
^Ibld.. p# 336.
was In a proeess of oliange In idiieh tho idea of a alngolarltj
of deity was being tested for its soundness. %e bare notioed
that Egsrptians, at least the intelleetuals, of the Old Eingdoa
believed that ”a oreative and controlling intelligenoe” had
fashioned the world* They believed further that the Pharaoh
was a representative on earth of that "unknowable* force* The
fusion of the rituals and dogmas of Osiris and £e put he into
the position of being not only the "creator god and king of
other gods” but also "god of eterxilty end everlastlngness."^
From the Middle Kingdom on leas importance is given to the Osir*
ian cult because the font of life and death come to be centered
in one god aho was symbolized by imon«>Re. The god Re (Amon-Re)
acquired control over Icmortality, by being merged with Osiris}
that is* Amon-Re determined iho was to be given eternal life*
Sixuse the Pharaoh* who could perhaps be approached only by those
with god*like qualities* was the son of the deity we may be
fairly certain that there waa no belief commonly asserted by the
people at a date earlier than we have suggested that they would
achieve immortality* The Pharaoh and those closely associated
with him were even in the Middle Kingdom perhaps thought to
achieve iimortality* It must be remembered that the Pharaoh had
centralized in his person all the powers of Amoxr-Re; thus* if he
had power to determine idio was to live an after life* it Is hi^*
ly possible that hisd^iiee would fall upon that small coterie
with ^om he was familiar*
^•T* 1* Feet* Cambridge Ancient History* I* 339
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We note that the sun in the inscription of Sesostris I is
referred to as being within ttais God of the world* The sun ap¬
pears merely as a manifestation of the God*a power* The Inscrip¬
tions of Sehetepibre and of Keferhotep place the Pharaoh, ap¬
parently, in diTine filiation with the *unlaiowable* God* As a
result of this reXationahlp the Pharaoh was able to see into
the hearts of his subjects and to glwe life* More significant,
however, is the fact that the Pharaoh was shifted into the po¬
sition idiere he determined who was to achieve "everlasting
life."
Egypt came under the domination of the fiyksoa in the Thir¬
teenth Dynasty and remained under their rule until the Eigh¬
teenth Dyxuisty. The Eyksos episode did not seriously affect
the course of Egyptian thou^t, but it did serve to make the
masses and, to an extent, the upper classes more reliant on the
priesthood for divine guidance*
During this period, it seems the priests were always in a
position to insure the implementation of the policies that they
favored* The divinity of the Pharaoh, seemingly, was no longer
seriously believed in by the educated classes, but the znasses
continued to believe that the Pharaoh was a sort of deity sho
represented Re and the member gods of the great body of the
Ennead on earth
^Cf* Breasted, A History of Egypt, pp. 266-283, 272, and
362j Georg Steindorff and Keith 6* 3eele, l^en Egypt Ruled the
East (Chl<^ago, 1942), pp* 221, 223-226, and 270.
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She Hyksos lATaslon apparentlj generated Insecurity and
pessimism among members ot the educated classes which caused
them to doubt the divine powers of the fharaoh* Ihey may have
wondered exactly ihat had gone wrong with the relationship be*
tween the Pharaoh and his father, Amon»Re. Xhe Intellectuals
no doubt felt that they had confoimied to the rules of the
Pharaoh and had offered the necessary sacrifices to the gods;
therefore, they could not understand why chaos prevailed through¬
out the land, Xhe reliance of the nomarchs of the valley area
on their armies and their priesthoods to oust the Hyksos In¬
vaders had the effect. It seems, of contributing to a disbe¬
lief In the magical aura supposedly surrounding the Pharaoh,
In this connection. It Is significant to note that the actual
rulers during the reign of Ihutiaoslds were either priests or
persons closely allied with the priesthood,^ Xhutmose 1X1 for
many years held the rank of prophet In the Sarnak t^ple during
tdilch he won the support of the priesthood. After the death
of Queen Hatshepsut, Ihutmose III did not ascend the throne
until the priesthood agreed to siipport him, thou^ he had a le¬
gal right to succeed Qieen Hatshepsut, Xhe sticcesslon of Thut-
mose III to the throne was effected *by a highly dramatic coup
d*ltat In the temple of Amon,*^
During the reign of the Thutmoslds, Amon definitely became




tho pazvs&uxit god. Since all the priests were not of the AiHr>n
priesthood, the Pharaoh perhaps clrouaiTented possible opposi¬
tion by endowing richly the temples of gods other than Amon.
The Pharaoh, teerefore, was either allied with the priesthood
or he felt the gifts necessary to prerent opposition from the
priesthood. In either ease we cannot deny the importance of the
Priesthood.
In the Empire, £g;^tian scoiety was essentially corporate.
There was no place for the existence of the indiridual as a
recognisable social unit. The gowernment was the integrative
and regulative force in Egyptian society. It was the doctrine
propagated by the priesthood through the arm of goverzuaent that
actually held the society together and impressed upon everyone
the faot that each person had a prescribed position in the so¬
cial hierarchy. There were no liberties extended to the indi¬
vidual by the state. It appears that throughout Egyptian his¬
tory the king was viewed by his subjects aa a divine being, even
during times of political weakness.
' H^le the Egyptian masses generally viewed the state as the
divine Institution of their forefathers, this view was not
seriously shared by members of the upper classes. From the ef¬
forts of the Fharaoh to curb usurpation of his power, it seems
that he was aware of the fact that the intellectuals were no
longer awed by his divinity or that of his entourage. Eor were
they any longer Inspired by any idea that the authority of the
Pharaoh and his entourage emanated from a divine source.^ The
^‘Cf. Breasted, A History of Egypt, pp. 272, 562; Stein-
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Pb&raoh's attempts to control tiie priesthood seem also to indi¬
cate that he realised that his authority was derived from the
"organised church" which served as the bedrock of Egyptian
society*^
It must be stated thatf, althou^ there was fierce competi¬
tion among several cliques of the upper classes for control of
the government, iu>ne of them desired to change the traditional
form of society* fhere were forces at work, however, which
threatened change to Egyptian society regardless of how vigor¬
ously most Egyptians may have attempted to maintain the status
quo* She e:Kpansion of Egyptian boundaries under the ^eban
Eharaohs of ^e Ei^teenth Dynasty brought to E^pt immense
wealth, a widened mental horlson, and cataclysmic ideas* Ihe
close relationship with other peoples and their ideas appears
to have resurrected the Egyptian's tendency to be systematic and
critical in his thinking* Apparently this sophisticated outlook
implied destruction of the corporate society that had made for
a stable world order similar to that of the celestial world of
the gods*
The position of the Pharaoh was changed to the extent that
he became a huzoan king similar to those of t^ie conquered nations
of Asia. The relga of Amcnophis III was one of enlightenment*
dorff and Seele, op* eit*, pp* 221, 223-226, 270j and P* Ed-
gerton, "The Government and the Governed in the Empire," Journal
of Bear Eastern Studies* VI iJuly, 1947), 153, for a contrary
interpretation*
2-Breasted, A History ^gyPt, PP* 272, 562} Steindorff and
Seele, op* clt.* pp* &21, 2^j-226, 270.
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It was during Ms reign that we see a revlTal of critical think¬
ing. In art and literature, AmenopMa III even permitted him¬
self to be pictured In a clear, realistic manners
As though he were no Egyptian king, he tells us how he
slew 110 lions, that he chased a herd of wild ozen, and
that a daughter of the king of Mltannl was sent to
accompanied by 317 maidens* But above all, he Informs
the world that he, the mighty king, has wedded lyl, daugh¬
ter of Yua and Tua, the favored child of private people,
and has made her his queen. When we read this, and re¬
flect how little such statements are In accordance with
Egyptian sentiment of royalty, we cannot doubt his nation¬
al position* Egypt then began, as we should now express
It, to become a modem state, and It was ux»ier these elr-
evuastances that Amenophls I? ascended the throne soon
engaged In the conflict twlth the Aaion priesthood] which
was destined for a time to divert all modes of thou^t
Into other directions*!
Ihe conflict between Ildmaton and the ^aon priesthood Is
usually given as the reason Ikhnaton revolutionized Egyptian
religious life by Instituting monotheism In the place of poly¬
theism. But tMs religious revolution of Ikhnaton cannot be
adequately e^lalned by singling out any one factor as having
caused It* The causes are certainly many* Something was amiss
In the society, but exactly what one cannot definitely ascer¬
tain* It may have been the oppression of the artisans, the dis¬
content among the Intellectuals, or the Introduction of new
Ideas* Cultural forces were most assuredly at work wMoh would
have brou^t about something approaching the monotheism attribu¬
te to Ikhnaton even without Ikhnaton* But It Is quite possible
that Ikhn&ton advanced the Idea that Aton was a spirit and Chould
be worshipped as such* Egyptian deities prior to Ikhnaton bad
^Erman, op. clt., p* 62
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baen depletad as spirits ivho were manifestations of one supreme
deltj^ represented by the Sun. ihat Xkhnaton did vas to ellol*
nate other deities, fils actions Indicate that he believed that
his god, Aton, was the "sole god, idiose power no other possess-
eth." ife must point out here that Xkhnaton could not have
forced a unification of deities without regard to the tradition
of the people or Independently of cultural forces. The tendency
toward unification of the many Egyptian deities had been quite
evident In Egyptian history from the Middle Kingdom, but was
c<mipXeted only during Xlchnaton’s relga. As inihltehead has said,
there are certain Ideas which lie fallow for centuries, but
tdilch tend to fructify the society when they are resurrected
aM implemented.^ This perhaps explains the apparently sudden
appearance of monotheism during Xldmaton’s reigns does,
the forceful Implementation of the Idea of monotheism Is idiat
can be attributed to Xkhnaton.
The idea of monotheism dates from about the Middle Kingdom.
Theological speculation by the time of Xkhnaton* s reign ex¬
plained the unlverae as existing in fie, that the universe and
the god were coterminous. Ikhnaton perhaps was fascinated by
the new doctrine developed by the Amon priesthood which pro¬
vided a sophisticated first cause for creation.
Xt will be noted that Re appears to have been the power be¬
hind the siin-dlsk god, Aton.^ The solar cult of fie had be^
lAlfred North Whitehead, Adventures of Ideas (New York,
1933), pp. 15-18.
2cf. Louis V. Zabkar, "The Theocracy of Amarna and the
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propagated by the clergy of Heliopolis. Drioton and Vndler
find a close relatlonsblp between tii® clergy of Heliopolis and
ikbnaton and believe that it was the Heliopolltan clergy that
supported Iklinaton.
Pour lea besolns du suite, le roi avalt orSe un* col¬
lege sacerdotal nouveau dont le grand prStre portalt,
comme autrefois le grand pr^tre de Re a Hlliopolls, 1#
tltre de grand voyant • • • • Cette eoineldenee qui
ntetalt eertalnement pas fortulte, semble prouver que le
^‘oltPpur accomplir sa revolution rellgleuae, s*ltalt
appuye sur le clergS d^HSliopolla, dont le role, bien que
beauooup molns Ijoportant que eelul du clergS d*ision Stait
rests eependant trSs aetlf. D*allieurs le evate du RS,
ooffime eelul d«lton, Italt un eulte solalre, et 11 est
natiirel de supposer que le clergS d’Eellopolis s»etait
* . . volontiers prSte t l^oeuvre rSfonaatrloe d»Akhna-
ton.l
Xhe sensitive relationship existing between religion and
'polities seems to account for the cataclysmic chain of events
during the rel@i of Ikhnaton. We are not sure If there la a
real question as to idiether these events are religious or polit-»
leal in origin* Ildmaton was confronted, seemingly, with a
»
situation in idilch he supposed that the priests o£ ^on*Re
were wrong about both religion and pollties* He believed both
that the representation of the gods as quasi*human was contrary
to metaphysical fact and that the priesthood exerted too much
influence in government. He thou^t it would be practical to
attempt to change the situation by severing politics from reli¬
gion or by putting each in its proper sphere* In like manner.
Doctrine of the Ba," Journal of Near Eastern Studies, XXXI (April,
1954), 89} Breasted, Ancient Records.M, 549, 508; moret. The
Hile and Egyptian Civilisation, pp» 518*3191 H* B. Hall, Camr
bridge Ancient History, XX, ^^4*
^Drioton and Vandler, op. eit., p* 334*
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ho wished to curb the constant oompotltion between the army,
the priesthood and the eiTil bureaucracy, each of whose aim was
to usux^ power from, the Pharaoh and replace him with a new
Pharaoh from ita own clique.^
This competition began as early as the rule of Thutmoae 1
and was rather constant until the reign of Amenophls III, It
was in the latter part of his reigh that competition for power
in government among the various cliques became serious, Ikhna^^
ton in the earlier part of his reign spent much of his energies
checking thw power of these cliques in government* £^cau8e of
the importance of securing the conformity of eve^one to the
dictates of the state, he atte2i>ted to return to the ways of
the Old iCingdom Pharaohs* He appears to have wanted all to be*
lieye that he was the representative on earth of Aton, whom he
substituted for amon*Be, and that all earthly power, even the
existence of the state itself, emanated from him. As long as
his conduct was in accord with divine law, conformity of things
on earth supposedly oociu^ed* Even though the arxt^, the priest**
hood, and the civil bureaucracy behaved circumspectly as If to
believe his assertations, Xkhnaton, an astute politician, was
well amre that the real power lay not in his divinity but in
their hands. He knew therefore that his position was preoarl*
ous and could be made secure only in so far as he acquired ab¬
solute control of the machinery of government and the army,
3-Edgerton, "The Government and the Governed in the hm-
pire,* JHES, VI (July, 1947), 163; Breasted, A History of
Egypt, pp* 362, 390-391,
This he apparently did for a short while.
Ikhnaton ended Egyptian participation In the war in Pales¬
tine and Syria. In religion^ he was probably a deist and his
decision in regaisi to the war was based perhaps on a sincere
belief that Aton, his dynasty* s patron god, would xnake a divine
decision whether these outlying territories should be kept under
Egyptian rule. As a politician, however, Ikhnaton*s actions
can be attributed to his struggle with the Aim>n priesthood, the
ara^, and the civil bureaucracy for control of the reins of
goverxusent. He must have been concerned chiefly with the influ¬
ential position In government of the Amon priesthood and must
have sou^t, therefore, to diminish It. He was perhaps too busy
fortifying his position and curbing the Influence of the Amon
priesthood to quell disturbances In Egypt*8 outlying terrltosr-
les*
We shall not argue here that Ikhnaton, by propagating the
doctrine of monotheism and placing himself In divine filiation
with the deity, «is the "first Individual In human history,"
"a religious fanatic," a "peciillar genius," or had a "remorse-
lesaly clear mind." Becords do not show conclusively that Ikh¬
naton saw that "the universality of his god meant monotheism"
or that "wl«i his rigid devotion to truth there could b© no room
for tolerance of the easy-going old cult of the other gods."^
It is also rather fruitless to attempt to show from inadequate
^James Haikle, The Amarna Agejlst ed.| London, 1926), p.
315.
reeords whether Ikhnaton •was fully convinced that he aiight en¬
tirely recast the world of religion* and that the "men about
him must have been irresistibly swayed by his unbending will*"!
The nature of the religion of Aton suggests that only one seg¬
ment of the population—the Intellectuals—adhered to it* It
is well established that the religion of Aton was an esoluslve
religioners but it is highly possible that it was not exclusive
because Ikhnaton was a lofty idealist* lidbnaton may have sup-
preas<^ the worship of other deities simply in order to find
sanction for suppressing the Amonist priesthood*
Tossibly he or others were thereafter struck with the log¬
ical sotmdness of the idea of singularity of deity* It is pre¬
cisely in this idea of singularity of deity that we begin to
discern that there were no fundamental differences between the
MetJ^hite Theology and the Amama Theology* I have suggested
earlier that the Memphite Theolo^ tends to indicate that Egypt¬
ian thought was becoming sophisticated. It indicates further
that, at the time of the lYth Dynasty, the Egyptians were moving
along gradually, acquiring as rational an understanding of the
world as their limited knowledge would allow*
A comparison of the Amarna Theology with the Memphite The¬
ology produces some rather Interesting and instructive insights^
Memphite Theology^
Cftah] created the local gods • • •
tEe] put the gods in their places of worship, he fixed their
^Breasted, A History of Egypt, p* S62*
^Drloton and Vandier, op» cit«, p* 335.
^Frankfort, Ancient Egyptian Bellgion, p* 23j Breasted, A
History of Egypt, p* 357*
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offerings* he founded their ehApels.
He made their bodies (statues) resemble that which pleased their
hearts (that is* the forms in which they desired to be mani¬
fested)*
2tah* the great* is the mind and tongue of the gods*
ftah* from whom proceeded the power of the mind*
and of the tongue*
lhat which comes forth from every mind*
and from every mouth;
Of all gods* of all people* of all cattle* of all reptiles.
Everything that ho tftah] wills.
Amarna Theology!
[Aton] How manifold are all thy works I
They are hidden from before us*
-GEathoaiaoXhI^2d*iwhose, powers^ho other posaesseth.
Thou didst create the earth accoxding to thy desire.
laihile thou was alone;
Men* all cattle large and amall*
All that are upon the earth*
That go about upon their feet;
All that are on hi^*
That fly with their wings*
The countries of Syria and Hubia*
The land of Egypt;
Thou settest every man in his place*
Thou suppliest their necessities*
Every one has his possessions*
and his days are reckoned.
Their tongues are divers in speech*
Their forms likewise and their skins*
For thou divider* hast divided the peoples*
One may conclude from these excerpts that both the Memphite
and Amarna Theologies indicate that the priests were engaged In
much speculation about the universe* The main difference is to
be found in the amount of physical knowledge available to the
people in each of the two periods to explain natural phenomena.
llbid., pp. 373-574.
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Wilson has suggested that there was not a change in the think*
ing of the EgyptiansBecause Egyptlsna never reshaped the
fundamental fozmia handed thm by their predecessors;! it is Wil¬
son's belief that accepted norma defined the scope of Egyptian
thou^t* As between the Memphite and the Amarna Theologies,
however, there was a change in the thinking of the Egyptians*
Further, it seems that Wilson's idea that Egyptian thou^t did
not change because of a "tacit interdict* is a figment of his
imagination* There is common ground between the two theologies,
but the excerpts quoted above show that the Memphite Theology
was oonceraed chiefly with showing a relationship of unity be¬
tween all the Egyptian gods with one God predominating, whereas
the Amama ^theology asserts singularity and denies the very ex¬
istence of other gods. Moreover, the Amarxxa Theology finds
variety no longer in deity, but in living things, countries, and
languages. We must, however, remark here in fairness to Wilson
that it is possible to argue tlmt the Amarna Theology could well
be an actual later opinion derived from and based upon the Mexa-
phlte Theology* Of course, we do not know from records that it
was.
We must be conscious of one fact, as we conclude our dis¬
cussion of Egyptian thou^t; that is, Egyptian thou^t was ex¬
pressed always in a religious medium. The reason that all, or
nearly all, thou^t in early cycles of civilisation is con¬
cerned with religion (which only means that it remains somewhat
mythological even in its most critical developments) is that
^Cf. p* 10.
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knowledge is to an important extent oiunulatiTe from cycle to
cycle; one cyole reooTers to some extent idiat the previous
eyele learned* Hence the "renaissance* phenomenon is very
marked in some oycleSf less so in others* It is only in late
cycles, Westem or third Chinese, for example, that the emanci¬
pation from religion is a clear and palpable phenomenon* thile
thou^t remains within a religious frame, the chief, though not
necessarily the only, thinkers are priests* This is not the
full explanation of the phenomenon, but it is certainly the core
of it.
CHAPTER II
CHIHESE THOUGHT PROM THE HAM TO THE MIMQ DIMA3TX
In our dlseuaslon so far we Have seen to wiiat extent Egyp¬
tian thought was dominated by the eoneeption that the uniwerse
was created by a supr^ae deity sho, in rarioua manifestations,
was responsible for its operation and for man* a wellbeing with¬
in it.
China presents us with rather a different outlook* The Chi¬
nese were not particularly religious, nor did they suggest in
their writings that the uniwerse was the result of the conscious
act of a supreme deityThe important deity of the Chinese in
the Han period was T*ien, or “HeaTen,* idio controlled the occur¬
rences of human and natural events* The divinities during the
Han were not, it seems, regarded as anthropomorphic beings.^
The Chinese presumably thought of them as principles or symbols,
or both, and as having composite form. Wri^t points out that
this is apparent even in pre-Confucianist literature.
[The] qualities of T*ien were not strongly emphasised, nor
^Arthur F« Wri^t {ed.}. Studies in CMnese Thought (Chica¬
go, 1953), p, 23} Fung Yu-Ian, A Histo^ of Chinese Pnilosophy,
trans. Derk Bodde, II (Princeton, l9o3), 6} Joseph iie^iham,“fiu-
Bian Laws and Laws of Mature in China and the West,* Journal of
the History of Ideas, XII (April, 1951), 214-228.
^H* 0. Creel. Slnism ((hicago, 1929), p* 126; J. X. Shryock,
Ohe Origin and Development of the State Cult of Confucius (Mew
York, 1532),' pp". "S'S-’fiS:
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was this divinity described as being the creator of the
universe. Moreover^ passages can easily be found in
which the word does not have a religious significance at
all but is siiaply used as a name for the physical sky*
With the rise of philosophical speculation, therefore, it
beea:^# possible for the old theistio conception to give
way to a^mueh more maturallstio and depersonalized point
of view.l
Xhe origin of the imiverse and of the ^rld of man did not
seem perplexing to the Chinese mind. The Chinese believed that
the phenomena and movement of the universe were Inherent in the
universe and were not due to outside intervention* Furthermore,
they belied that the "universe came into existence, not by an
act of creative will but by spontaneous exfoliation* The one be¬
came the many. Tao was the order lusderlying all things, the uni¬
versal law* There is no suggestion that the temporal society
was a duplication in structure and social organization of the
celestial one*
Earthly government was thought necessary to insure the wel¬
fare of the people* Heaven would signify by physical phenomena
idiether the government, which was vested in the "Son of Heaven,”
was good and should be maintained, or was bad and should be re¬
placed. The government was a product of centuries of organic
development and was thought by Confucianists to be good or bad
in direct proportion to the moral oharaoter of the‘ruler. Chi¬
nese society did not adhere to a conception of the ruler*8 di¬
vinity | nor did the subjects owe blind allegiance to the ruler,
'jp'ho doctrine was simply that the ruler received his right to rule
Iwri^t, op. Pit., p. 20j cf. W. Wei, The Spirit of Chinese
Culture (Hew York, 1547), p* 52.
2a. E. Eaydon, Biography of the Gods (Hew York, 1946), p* 2.
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through a "Maudato of Heaven.” 33ie ruler waa appointed by Hea*
ven because of his looral qualities. Once chosen, the rulership
becajjie hereditary, but nothing Is found in the writings of the
Confucianiats to explain the mode of suceession. Since the
crown was not transferred by primogeniture, it may well have
been that the Interyentlon of I»len usually led the ruler to
pick the most efficient inheritor. An evil ruler, neverthe-
less, waa removed by Heaven; a decree waa given to an opponent
to take his place. She ministera were believed to have been
implored by Heaven to remove the ruler and, in the event of a
failtire, rebellion was initiated in an attempt to depose him.
!Ihe will of Heaven, then sou^t, waa made known by divination.
Confucianism iou&ediately prior to and during the period of
the Han Entire emphasised the importance of harmonious relations
between men on earth. In Its philosophical speculation, there
was a conscious and successful attempt to blot out the diea of
a personal god, maker of the universe.^ Ihe Taoists, however,
appear never to have held a belief in the existence of a supreme
god, maker of the tuaiverse. While Confuoianlsta and Taoists
seem to have differed profoundly in their philosophies, they
were both suspicious of the popular religions devoted to various
gods. Their main difference lay, not in their conception of the
universe and the place of man therein, but in the method which
was to be utilised to achieve a good, harmonious life on earth.
We are primarily concerned here with Chinese thought on a
^Sheldon Cheney, Men Who Have Walked with God (Hew York,
1946}, p. 2.
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sophisticated level, aiid not with Chinese thought as it may be
evidenced in literature, art, or religion* But we must under¬
stand that C5hineae thought on a sophisticated level was largely
derived from the social, political, and religious ideas of the
coimnon people. Our discussion will deal mainly with the three
philosophical schools (Confucianism, Buddhism, and Xaoism} of
this period* Jhere is, however, as Krlsteller has pointed out,
a nexus betimen the thought of the common people and that of in¬
tellectuals.
Philosophy proper emerged from the much broader area of
general thought through the development of a conscious
and elaborate method and tradition* As the technical
terms of philosophy are based on words of the general
language, so the problems and solutions of phUosophioal
thought are often transforxnations and elaborations that
correspond to the trends and currents of general thou^t.^
0 The Han Empire covers a period of political change and a
great deal of Chinese thought of the period is political in
nature. This is evident in Confucianist writings*
As a philosophical teaching, Confucianism changed radically
and became rather syncretic as the old teachings of Confucius
were modified in idmt is called the Hew Text Bchool, of whom Tung
Chung ^u was the foremost representative* It enjoyed court
favor in the Han Empire and its exponents were charged during Wu
Ti»s reign with t^e responsibility of administering the empire.
Biere were, however, several other philosophical and religious
systems in the empire, including those of the Taoists, Shaman-
ists, and Legalists. But Confuoianisa gained supremacy over
Ifaul Krlsteller, "She Philosophical Significance of the
History of Thought," Journal of the History of Ideas, VII (April,
1946), 364.
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other dogmas as the o\xlt of the state mainTy because of the pre-
▼aillug opizilou that It was the philosopl:^ most capable of main¬
taining political and cultural stability throughout the empire.
Within its system of beliefs, it was felt, the current super¬
stitions, customs, and folkways of all sections of the empire
were harmonized* At the same time, it rendered difficult any
attempt by the nobility—composed of the descendants of earlier
Liu and of local magnates of pre**imperial times—to regain the
power it had lost and lessened the dependence of the rxiler
upon his family and the nobility.
As the state cult of the Ban, Confucianism zealously pro¬
moted the idea that an ordered aM stable society was in con¬
formity with the laws of the uniTerse* Ancient legends, folk¬
lore, and writings were edited with that idea in mind* Shis
use of popular religious elements by the Confuoianlsts gave rise
to the Old Text School near the end of the Ban* It was their
purpose to purge Confueianlst doctrine of popular religious
elements and regain the actual meaning of the ideas of Confu¬
cius* Subsequently, scholars of the Hew Text School developed
a theology in this ordered and stable society which exalted
Beaven as a deity above all others*^ virtue of his right¬
eousness, the emperor alone was able to perform sacrifices to
Beaven, and prosperity generally throughout the empire was
thought to be dependent on the emperor*s conduct*
Confueianlst scholars came to believe in the Five Elements
Ic. P. Fitzgerald, Chinat A Short Cultural Bistory (Hew
York, 1938), pp. 214-215.
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of the Tin and Tang, They tau^t that each dynasty* s rule was
marked by one of the five elements and when that element* s pre*
dominance was eclipsed by another element a new dynasty arose*
This doctrine was an evolutionary force in Chinese thou^t. So¬
ciety was not endlessly stable* It was dynamic, but there was
no disorganization accompanying changes in Chinese society. It
was believed that the relationship between all elements of the
society and between society and the universe were, or ought to
be, harmonious* Confuelanlsts thought that the harmony of the
temporal world with the universe. (!^o} was all that could be de¬
sired. Such an achievement signified that the ruler was above
reproach in his moral conduct and In the performance of hla
governmental duties* In practice, Confucianism became during
the period of the Han Empire not only a religion but also a so*
eial, a political, and even a natural philosophy*^ Any great
misfortune that beset society was thought to have been caused by
the Inability of the es^eror to live up to the established modes
of conduct* Society, as an integral part of the universe, would
prosper only to the extent that It adjusted Itself to the prin¬
ciples of the universe.
TTan Confuclanlsm, as a cult with formulated beliefs, ad¬
hered to and attempted to enforee orthodoxy In the empire* This
Is usually true of any set of philosophical principles estab¬
lished as a religion. Religion, per se, is not burdened with
systeiaatlzed beliefs end hence the question of orthodoxy or un-
^Shryook, op. oit., pp* 42*43; Creel, op» cit., pp. 19*36.
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orthodoxy does not firiso* ^t when & system of phllosophlo&l
tenets is merged with a theologies! system^ there is a tendenoy
to propagate a partioular doctrine at the expense of all others.
It is, then, not difficult to see why the Han {Sonfhcianists were
exponents of a set of beliefs idiich prescribed very clearly the
acceptable and unacceptable action and mode of conduct for the
people, and advocated "political and social reorganization by
changing the social mind through political action."^ Actually
Han Confucianism was a compilation of liegalist and Confucianist
ideas* The Legalists believed that stringent laws should be
used to Chech human hature, whereas orthodox Confucianists be¬
lieved that "instruction" ims s>:qperior to force or coercion.
\
Thus arose a curious contradiction of Chinese society;
it was a state based on the rule of moral authority,
honoxi^'ihg learning above birth or wealth, ruling through
a class of men of letters rather than by means of mili¬
tary power and police authority. On the other hand, there
was a system applied to the lowly and ignorant which was
based on fear as the only deterrent, and exercised throu^
civil and barbarous penalties. Justics and benevolonee,
Confucian ideas, were prominent in thet theory of govern¬
ment, but absent in the legal tribunals. Force and se¬
verity, absent in the theory of government, were the basis
of the legal system. The theory of government came from
the Confucian school, the practice had retained most of
the ideas of the Legists CLegalists]
The rulers of the Han Empire aought~to use Confucianism to
legitimatize themselves as rulers, aud to raise their position
to that of divine mortals sent by Heaven to head the state. The
orthodox Confucianist scholars in the Han period, however, as
Fitzgerald points out, wers "sedulous in their efforts to foster
1l. 5. Hsu, Political Philosophy of Confucianism (Hew York,
1932), p* 49.
^Fitzgerald, op. cit., p. 103.
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the cult of Heaven, the aupreme power which would hold In awe
the mighty autocrat of the empire," and they "interpreted the
ancient legenda in accordance with this conception*As Creel
saya.
For the monarch, the prime duty was to follow the Tao,
the coamieally sanctioned mode of action* So long as
he did this, he properly filled the station of king, and
was approved and supported by Heaven. When he failed to
do this, he ceased to be king, in fact if not in form,
and Heaven was certain sooner or later, to replace bim
with another who would follow the right path.*
Chinese thought during the Han period was pervaded with the
conception of the Five Elements of the Xin and Xang. 'Die Chi¬
nese conception of the universe and of man*s place therein tends
to appear as a mixture of physical and ethical knowledge. That
is to say, th^u^ their atten^t to reconcile morally their
earthly existence with the "way of the universe," the Chinese
thou^t they could rid thexoselves of ills in their society,
While it Seems that the Chinese were naturalists rather than
moralists and had a clear understanding of the universe, they
nevertheless relied largely on the experience of their ances¬
tors to give them solutions to the perplexities of the world.
Otherwise, they used divination to discover the solution to
their problems.
It is largely the Confuoianists* reliance on divination
that accounts for their loss of prestige in government as the
empire collapsed. Their excessive reliance on divination to
^Ibld.« p. 124.
^Op. Pit., p. 122.
fortnuleite policies and deoialons in the operation or the gov¬
ernment presumably aooounts also for the reaotlon against the
use of the Yin-Xang Ideology by Confuolanlsts- Finally, one
suspects that the development of the Xin-Xang Ideology indicates
that the Chinese conception of the universe and the place of men
therein vas assuming a fixed and definite fora and that the Chi¬
nese attempt always to view everything as a whole* It was be«
cause of this attempt that it is suggested that Chinese thought
was sophisticated e?en as the empire went into decline*
The period following the faU of the Ban Empire eas one of
turmoil, during which Neo-Taoism assumed a prominent position
in Chinese thou^t* Taoism appears always to have been a mys¬
tical strain in Chinese thou^t* Because of its animism and
magic, it appealed largely to the masses. Its philosophy imis
rejected by the Confucianists* although both were essentially
political in nature* The supposed founder of Taoism, Jao Tse,
agreed with the Oonfueianlst idea that society and the eosmio
process must harmonise, but he insisted that there woxild be a
natural realisation of harmony if things were left to work them¬
selves out* The quickest way to find the Tao was in eonteB^>la-
tloa*
Lao Tse declares that virtoa-and ri^teousness, filial
piety and paternal affection (all dear to the heart of
Confucius), were never heard of xmtil after the world
had fallen into disorder| the way to regain that natur¬
al harmony shich is the only hos>e of the world is to
dispense with all these artificial, and therefore vain
attempts to win felicity* The Confuclan politician,
Lao Tse, says, deems himself bom master and the profes¬
sional savior of all things.^
3-Creel, op* eit., p* 98
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According to Lao Tae, the "eagperor and his minister ann
assistants in government were not put in their places to inter*
fere; their duty was to mediate the Tao.**^ He advanced the idea
that the way to control the people was to "empty the minds and
fill the stomachs, enfeeble the initiative and strengthen the
backs of men, axid to keep the people in ^i^iorance and apathy.*"^
!£he Taoist philosophy put emphasis on ismiortality. Immor^
tal life was enjoyed on earth, not la the splritiial world.^
The Taoist advocated a return to the "golden age," an ago con*
ceived as a state wherein society was free from all ills* This
state was realized only idien the emperor conformed to the es*
tablished modes of conduct.^ Each man, it was thought, would
enjoy during the "golden age" a life of abundance and happiness
on earth. We find no evidence to suggest the existence of a
philosophical belief that after death they would bo given ever¬
lasting life in the cosmos*
As mentioned earlier, no Chinese thinker admits that there
was a conscious act of creation.^ Creation to the Taoists was
the result of an evolutionary process* The universe, it was
thought, had developed team a stage of primoidlal simplicity to
^Ibid., p * 99•
^Ibid., pp. 98»99.
Sibid., p. 100} ef. M. DeCroot, The heli/?ion of the
Chinese (Sew York, 1910), p* 130.
^FtlzKerald* op. oit., p, 170; LeGroot, op* eit., pp, 46*
49.
Swright, bP. eit., p. 23.
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one of complexity. To Lao T«o, the Tao was the Integrating and
controlling force In the universe. Ho does not say explicitly
that the Tao is a divine celestial law-glver, or a creator in
the sense of the Hebrews or the Oreeks. He says that the *Tao
produced Oneness. Oneness produced JXiallty. Duality evolved
into Trinity, and Trinity evolved into the myriad things*"^ He
seems, therefore, to be thinking of the Tao as a principle sOiich
mechanistically interacts with non-being to produce being. In
fact t^e Tao is regarded as a idioUy spontaneous principle with-
Q
out any trace of personality. The proposition that things
come from non-being and evolve to different stages of develop¬
ment appears to have provided a rather satisfactoxy answer about
the first cause for Chinese thinkers*
The source of the pervading force in the Tao is not mani¬
fest, however, and is never actually given much consideration*
An explanation of this force does not come within the purview of
the human mind. The Taolsts were skeptical about attributing
the order in society, or even the origin of society itself, to
the act of a divine, celestial lawgiver. Chinese society was
not thou^t to be "ordained by a rational personal being • * • •
There was no confidence that the code of nature’s law could be
unveiled and read, because there was no assurance that a divine
being ... had ever formulated such a code or made it readable.
Cne feels, indeed, that the Taolsts, for example, woiad have
scorned such an idea as being too naive to be adeq[uate to the
^Ibid., p• 22.
2ibid., pp. 23-24; DeOroot, op. cit., p* 102.
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subtlety sjod complexity of the universe as they Intuited It,"^
The Keo-Taoist school became Important in Chinese thought
from about the third century and remained so until the tenth
eentury A* D. This school of tMnkers vas ably represented by
Hsiang Hslu and £ho Hsiang. It vas this group who largely modi->
fled Taoist teachings. In the Ghuang-’tsu Commentary, edited by
Hsiang Hslu, there is no attempt to give a conceptual definition
of the Tao. Hather the Chuang^tsu suggests that since the Tao
is responsible for and pervades all being it is incomprehensible
to the human mind. Man may speculate about it, but he will
never know more than he is able to deduce from its many manifes¬
tations. Therefore, one who directs himself to explaining what
the Tao is does not himself know what it is. ?ihile a general
understanding of the universe might be within the reach of man,
there was no chance of his ever comprehending the first cause,
the origin of the universe. He could observe, however, the
Interaction of human and natural law «hieh made for a harmoni¬
ous world.
Furthermore, the Chuang-tsu states that the Tao produced
o
the world and is inherent in everything. The question is
raia^ whether the Tao is prior to all things and is supreme
non-being. If so, how can Tao as non-being be the source of
existenoel® Since things are continuously produced, Hsiang
1Joseph Heedham, "natural haw in China and Europe," Jour¬
nal of the History of Ideas. XII (April, 1951), 229.
2pung Xu-lan, op. olt.. p. 208.
®Ibld.
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eonoludet that they oome into being spontaneously* He aaya
“things a3Pe spontaneously sihat they are. There la nothing that
causes th@ai to be such."^ Further^ he says, "ererything is
spontaneously vhat Itis.... eyerything produces
itselT and does not issue Troa anything else.*^ He later points
out that there is an intimate relationship between “things* ot
the uniyerse and concludes that the relationship is necessary.^
It is in this idea of intimate uniyersal relationships ex¬
isting among things of the uniyerse that we see an elaboration
in Taoist doctrine. Further, we see that Heo^Taoists did not
differ too much from the Confucianist belief that the uniyerse
was made up of relationships and that it was only when there was
disharmony among the elements of the whole relationship that
ills befell the society.
Pereas orthodox Taoists took refuge in the concept of the
changeless Tao,^ the Neo*Taolsts conoeiyed of society as being
in a state of constant change due to the “intact of "Ineyitable
forcesIt was thought that institutions should keep abreast
of changes and that people sho\ild not cling to the traditional
modes of life merely because they were regarded as sacred. Tao¬




^Haydon, op. eit., p. 181.
Spung Xu-lan, op. eit., p. 214.
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despite the treMs of the time demonstrated an inability to eon>
fom with the natural way of things,^ This inability to make
adjustment to natural law signalised, they thought, "the begin-
ning of artificiality."^ Ihey cha^enged the Confucianists,
sayings
• • • those who imitate the sages imitate what they hawe
already done. But what they hawe done is something al¬
ready gone and therefore cannot meet the changes (of the
present). Wby, then, should we respect and cling to itt
If we cling to the crystallised aohiewements (of the past)
as a means for dealing with the amorplious (present), then
the crystallised (past) acts as an obstruction to the
amorphous (present)
A closer look at the doctrine of both the Taoista and Con¬
fucianists reweals that there must hawe been a considerable in¬
terchange of ideas. Both doctrines explained societal dewelop-
ment as a result of ewolutlon. To be sure, they must both hawe
relied on the Yin-Xang ideology vhiCh wlewed the world as ex¬
periencing endless evolution.
Heo-Taoists differed from Lao Tse on the cause of human
misery in society. Human misery, they believed^ w&B a result
of i^*s inability to remain at peace and to Curb his desires.^
Harmony was restored in society after the people had been made





^Ibid., p. 223; Heedham, op. cit«, p. 213.
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Lao Tse that "instruction* on the prescribed modes of conduct
vas necessary in society. ^t» the Taoists belieYed that dif>
ferentiation was necessary in society* Every xoan, they thought#
must be tau^t his position in society. They insisted it was a
natural principle that "the more talented should be the rulers
and the less talented subjects * • • • Thou^ each fhas its own
particular duty»* they at the same time function on behalf of
one another [azul] once we recognise this principle, the differ*
ences between eminence and lowliness become equalised."^
Ohe discussion above has demonstrated that the Seo*Taol8ts
did not prescribe the solidarity and contemplative life formerly
advocated by orthodox Taoists. Heo^Taoists evidently wanted to
apply their teachings directly to the affairs of men* This is
an excu^ple of a conjunction in Confuelan and Taoist thought*
The Keo-Taoists seem no longer eoncezned with withdrawal from
the world or with seeking a remedy for the ills of society
throu^ a mystical readjustment between the imiverse and the
world of men* They appear to have attes^ted to change things
through earthly application of workable doctrine* lieo*Taoist
doctrine was accepted by both the "literate" and the masses be*
cause all wanted a secure and happy existence on earth with a
termination of prevailing lawlessness and disorder* Finally,
we may say that both Confucianism and Taoism were intimately re¬
lated to politics and apparently were used to a greater or les¬
ser degree either as instruments of statecraft or as means of
3-Ibid.. pp* 227*228*
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oontrolllxxg tOie actions and beliefs of the people,^
Meanidille, between the fourth and tenth centuries A.
Buddhism became the popular religion, largely among the masses*
Ihe ruling class, howewer, found the new religion quite acoep*
table as a means of control and of maintaining their position.
But some Confuclanist scholars, disturbed by their own loss of
status, soiight to reestablish the old Confuclanist doctrines as
the cult of the ruling class* Shis moYement was signalized in
the I*ang period by Fu I* He rejei^ted ^iddhism and sought to
revive Confucianism because h^beiieved Buddhism to be alien to
Chinese tradition* But he realized that Confucianism could not
regain its position as a cult of the ruling class unless It be>
came more appealing to them than Biddhlsm* He ar^ed for "an
amalgam of Confuoian and Taoist Ideas* ihls fusion would, Fu
I thou^t, make Confucianism "the viable spiritual and Intel*
leotual alternative to Buddhism*" His atte&q^t met with little
success, for the ruling group* even those who were in sympathy
with Confuclanist doctrines, doubted that Confucianism could
meet the intellectual and spiritual need that Buddhism satisfied
because they considered Confucianism anachronistic from a re¬
ligious viewpoint*
Han XQ. also advocated a return to Confucian principles* He
did not believe that the "monastic ideal of Buddhism" or "the
torthodox! Taoist ideal of the recluse" was the best way to al-
^Shryock, op. cit», p* 85.
^Arthur F* Wrl^t, *5U I and the Rejection of Buddhism,"
Journal of the History of Ideas, XII (January, 1951), 44,
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leviate the 111a of society.^
eoncerned him was the essential teachlziga of the
Glassiesf reduced to their simplest terms* tOaese were
the ethical precepts vdxlch underlay good goTernment and
social harmoi^; chiefly the Fire Human lielatlons or
Obligations between ruler and subject, fattier and child,
husband and wife, elder and younger brother, and friend
and friend, together with the personal virtues proper to
each* For Han Yti a return to the Ancient Way Involved
primarily moral reform and not political reform . * • ,*
There were many other thinkers from the T*ang to the Sung
Dynasty who paved the wa;^ -for a revival of Confuolanlst doc*
trines. The efforts of Chou Tun«yl, Shao Yung, Chang Tsai, and
the Ch*eng brothers actually did occasion a revival of Confu-
cianlst principles under the Sung Dynasty* It was largely aa a
result of the efforts of Chu Hal (Chu Tzu, A« D. 11S01200)
that Confucianism finally regained Its position of prominence In
Chinese thought and government*
Chu Hal tmis the synthesiser of main elements of thou^t from
both Buddhism and Taoism ishlch he used to Invigorate Confuclan*
Ist doctrine* While Chu Hal and his followers worked to restore
Confucianism to Its former position In society, they were not
content to accept the traditional interpretations and sought,
therefore, to find new meanings In Confuolanlst writings* One
must recoil se that the Confucianism of the Sung period and la¬
ter underwent a modification In many of the concepts held by the
Wan Confuclanlsta and Neo-Taolsts. It appears that the Heo-Con-
fuclanlsts were more rationalistic than were their predecessors
3»Ibld*
2w* Theodore DeBarry, "a Reappraisal of Heo-Confuclanism,"
In wrlght, op* olt.» p* 86.
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In explaining the univerae and government* Unlike their prede*
eessora^ they did not believe that eoolal ilia could be remedied
only aa a result of adherence to the rule of Heaven by the Era-
peror* Conformity to the Tao was not the way to bring about
adjustment in society. Heo^Confucianiats also believed that
society could be refomed through education as well as through
moral instruction. They believed that rulers i&o wished to bet¬
ter society shotild pursue their Jobs with vigor and sincerity
in order to earn the respect of the people of society. Moreover^
Seo*»ConfUoianiats believed that^ if the people had confidence in
the ruler*s programs of action, they would help him fulfill them.
Ihere is little suggestion here that the emperor had only to
live morally for any ills in society to adjust themselves and
for society to prosper.
The Heo-Confucianista still held to the organismic concept
of development of the universe. Instead of using the Tao to des¬
ignate the basic principle behind the universe as did the old
ConfUoianists, the Neo-Confuoianlsts spoke of the "Supreme Ul¬
timate." "The Supreme Ultimate is . « « made up of the Prin¬
ciples for all things in the universe, as brought together in a
single idiole • « * Chu Hsi suggested that "the Supreme Ul¬
timate itself • • • is to be found everywhere. ... the Su¬
preme Ultimate ... is something profound, mysterious, and
imperceptible j yet within it are fully contained principles
governing (the visible manlfeatations of) movement and quie-
scenee (of] the yin and yang."^
^Ibid.» p. 88. Spung yu-lan, elt., p. 559.
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332« Heo*-Confucianl«t» bftll«T6d also that there was periodle
maladjustment in society .as a result of the movement from one
stage of development to another*^ Unlike the Neo-Taoists vho
preceded them, the Keo^Confuoianists did not comprehend the es*
sense of the concept of the ^Supreme Ultimate.* Ihen speaking
of the origin of the universe, they suggest that there was some¬
thing prior to the odistence of the •supreme Ultimate,* but just
shat it was, the Heo-Confuoianists do not clearly e^lain.^ It
is perhaps their advanoed intelleotiuil development which pre¬
vented them from attributing the origin of the universe to a cre¬
ator god* isihen their scientific inquiries failed to give them
a first cause explanation of the universe and of men, the Chi¬
nese used the Yin^Yang ideology to explain the evolutionary de¬
velopment of the universe and man. In fact, they even sub¬
scribed to the idea that man was created as a result of spon¬
taneous generation, fhis idea seems to suggest that perhaps the
world also resulted from spontaneous generation, and that behind
the supreme ultimate was the interaction of non-being elements
to produce things as the Ueo-Confuoianists eoneeptiialized them.
The universe to the Heo-Confuoianlsts was presumably a result of
spontaneous generation, while the oosmic cycle, by ihieh they
explained the changes that took place in society, 'was a result
of moral law (li) and material ether (chi). Again, we see that
a series of relationships made up the universe and was also the
reason for its smooth functioning. Chu Hsi suggests that the
"organization of society can proceed only in accord to a certain
3-Ibid., p. 538 2lbid.. p. 549
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frlnolple* . • « beneath Heaven, It la only this normative prin¬
ciple that unto the eni ve cannot follow,
In soeietj, the Seo*Confuoianiata believed that aocial re»
lationihips were neoeaaary. Further, they believed that
aoelety operated according to baaio principlea and that, unleaa
aooiety adhered eloaely to them maladjuatment ooourred, 3!heae
aame principlea were thou^t reaponaible for the constant change
that took place in society. It was man*a ability to adjust him¬
self to this change that told whether he understood satisfactori¬
ly the principles on which the imiverse operated.
It is quite clear from written documents that the
• , , Hung Confuoianists reinterpreted the various phrases
of philosophical suggestiveness in the old classics, un¬
wittingly filling them with a new content, and offering a
systematic relationship between th^, Chu Esi was not
without his opponents in Ms 0wa. time, notably Lu Hsiang
Shan. But after the alien Mongol dynasty had passed
(1280-1568) and the native Ming had been established
(1368-1644),—Chu*s Heo-Confucianism was given the stasq?
of orthodory.2
It was in Ming times that Chinese thought received its last
great iii^>etua, Wang Shou-jen (usvially referred to as Wang Xang-
Ming) did not agree with the interpretation given the Confueian-
ist classics by Chu Hsi, Wang suspected that CM Hsi end Ms
followers were merely imitators of the past. He set himself to
the task of correcting their misunderstanding of the ancients by
emphasising that they should rely on their own minds to resolve
^Ibid«, p, 550*
^Lyman V, Cady, "An Introduction to Chinese PMlosophy,"
The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social
Science. GIiIH (April, 1950), '
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ei^lses and not look to tha nnclenta for the solution* Wang took
the position that the limits of knowing were within the mlnd*^
Ewen onets understanding of fflorallt; must be grasped intuitively
Inasmuch as morality is inherent in the nature of the mind* When
men deviated from the established xionas In society, Wang suggests,
they did so because selfli^iness and jpasalon had prevented the
mind from functioning perceptively* Selfishness and passion up*
set that equlllbrlina which must exist between man and all things.^
• « • Wang was a real idealist, holding that the mind
is all, embraoing heaven and earth and all things* Every*
idiere it Is the same mind, and everywhere markM by the
same intuitive knowledge and moral principles*^
Wang did not agree with Chu Hsl that the human mind is com*
posed, as is the Supreme Ultimate, of ^multitudinous frinciples,
with ^hieh it responds to all things**^ Se insisted that Chu
Hsl erred in attempting to show that the kiind could be separated
from the Principle sddch governs the function of the ^mlver8e•
3!hi8 means that *evcn when the mind is physically non-existent.
Principle Itself etea^nally subsists* Wang believed that the
mind was itself a principle ard insisted that every phenomenon
in nature was associated with that principle. He concluded “that
unless there be mind, there will be no Principle.*® It is quite
^•Pung Xu*lan, op* clt», p* 50S«
2lbid,. p* 615.
®Cady, op. eit*, p* 38*




olear that "for caau Hal nature la Principle, whereas for Wang
Shou-Jen the mind la Principle
On the 8ub4eet of evil In soelety,. Wang said that It Is a
result of "the failure of our feelings and desires to conform
with what Is proper."® He Insisted, however, that this did not
mean that something was Inherently wrong or had with the nature
of man. He believed that man determined by his actions what he
wanted to be considered as good or as evil. Man, he thought,
usually associated unaooeptable actions with some external ob¬
ject. Shis he considered unhealthy because we begin to set up
standards and are unable to "preserve our mind In Its original
state of unperturbedness. Thus since our likes and dislikes are
both inherent, our method should be that of the sage, whose
*emotions accord with all things, yet (of himself) he has no
emotions.* "2
In conclusion, we must be aware that, thou^ Wang Shou-Jw
was an Idealist, he was not entirely wrong wh^ he conceived the
mind to be the source of knowledge and mediator of conduct. By
reducing his Interpretation of human conduct In society to a
rather slmpllstlo form In order to atteiz^t to solve the evils In
his society, he laid a basis upon which human conduct could be
adequately es^lained., Moreove:^, such a aolutlon as his did not.
In the final analysis, attribute the cause of human action to a
mystical soviroe that con^d not be rationalized.
3-lbld.. p. 609.
^Ibld., p. 615. Slbld., p. 618.
CHAP2?Efi III
COMPARISOfi AHD OONCLUSIOH
In regard to their views of the world it has become obvious
that the Chinese and Egyptians living during the respective pe*
riods of our study fonaulated their ideas around very different
pr^nises* Ihe Egyptians thought of the world as the handiwork
of their god* In tuot, they attributed to him the origin of all
things. On the other hand, the Chinese thought that the world
was the result of spontaneous generation. Ihey did not consider
the origin of the world as the work of a sispematural being.
One might conclude from this that the trend of Chinese thou^t
during the period from the Han pynasty to the Ming Dynasty was
of a scientific, realistic nature. It is true that one cannot
ia^ute scientific meUiods equifalent to those of the Vest to the
Chinese of this era, but the fact that they located the origin
of the world in the interaction of its constituent parts seems
to indicate the kind of mentality tdiich could lead toward the
development of scientific thou^t. They tried to solve problems
by examination of the elements directly concerned and not by at¬
tributing the reasons for the unknown to a supernatiiral being,
who functioned, more or less, as a eatch’-all for inexplicable
occurrences.
The Egyptians worshipped an anthropomorphic god who lived
in a world quite similar to the world of the earthly god. He
could easily be likened to any autocratic ruler. He delegated
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duties to other gods In much the same manner that mundane rulers
dispersed their functions among lesser officials. He was the
supreme ruler of heaven and earth. On tiie other hand^ the Chi¬
nese developed no concept of an anthropomorphic god) their con¬
cept of deity was limited to a guiding principle. This deity,
T*ien, possessed no human attributes. Host Chinese believed
that earthly actions had to conform to this supreme principle
in Older to prevent chaos from disturbing the world.
This difference in the conception of deity in the two soci¬
eties, which was much less important than the different cosmolo¬
gical outlooks, serves mainly to Illustrate further the Imsle
difference between the Chinese and Egyptian societies. The
Egyptians were subjected to the rule of the supreme deity, his
lesser gods, and the Pharaoh) idrLle the Chinese, being well a-
ware of the consequences of non-conformity to nature, had more
freedom of action. The Chinese are more like the adult in modern
societies vho, with full cognisance of the consequences of any
course he may pursue, makes his omi decisions.
The priests were the intermediaries between the masses and
the gods in Egyptian society. They usually conducted divination
rites to discern what the gods considered the proper application
of the guiding principle to human existence. The Chinese also
relied on divination during this period, but we find that the emr
phasis was strongly religious in Egyptian life than in Chi¬
nese life.
The Chinese had no conception of an after life in the sense
that such an existence would parallel life on earth. There was
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a belief, however, that their ancestors would make themselves
known throu^ spiritual means and guide the living in the eor*
reet waj of existence, but their conception never reached the
proportions of the Egyptian belief that the body also existed in
the after life. It must be noted, however, that many authori¬
ties are of the opinion that only the Pharaoh and his entourage
achieved immortality during this period. One might eonclude
that the Chinese trend of thought was "thia-worldly" while the
Egyptians were strongly •other-worldly." The Chinese were veiy
much conoez*ned with life on earth .ehile the Egyptians were pre-
oceupied with the propitiation of the gods and other aspects of
the siipernatural.
Zn Egypt the status of the individual was determined, by di¬
vine law and was permanent. There was very little chance of
change in a man*a status. Chinese society, on the other hand,
was stratified with each individual having a definite social po¬
sition, but change in status was possible. A man could elevate
himself if he possessed the ability and training.
The Chinese ruler was regarded as the "Son of Heaven* but
he was not surrounded by a magical aura as was the Pharaoh. She
Egyptian ruler was actually conceived of as s god. He was not
subject to removal by the people, ihile the Chinese En^eror oould
be dethroned if he failed to rule justly. It appears that the
Chinese ruler was likely to be called upon to answer to the peo¬
ple for his actions, if not actvially to the masses, then certain¬
ly to officials, while the Pharaoh was theoretically responsible
only to the gods for his'actions.
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We have so far in our dlaouaslon pointed to the aharp dla-
aimllaritlet between the thought In the Egyptian and Chineae ao-
oietlea, whoae extent la at times extremely difficult to deter¬
mine* There are alao striking similarities between the socle*
ties. The moat important of these la to be found In their world
▼lew. Both world wlewa had wholeness. They viewed the world as
a universal phenomenon represented in« or symbolised by^ a uni*
▼eraal being or principle; and both attested to a good life for
all mankind» either on earth or In the celestial world.
The greatest difference between the Chinese the Egyptian
▼lev of the world Is found In the amount of physical knowledge
each possessed. Egyptian thought evolved from a oonoeptlon of
the universe that was religiously dominated to a oonoeptlon that
was someshat more naturalistic. The Chinese were not dominated
by a religious philosophy of the universe during the period In*
eluded In this study. They did not, therefore, have to make a
transition from a rellglously*domLlnated age to an age of philoso¬
phy. This hypothesis suggests that the (Silnese developed before
the Egyptians to a point vdiere they substituted knowledge for
erroneous belief. » While both societies arrived at their under¬
standing of nature throixgh syllogistic operations, we find that
the Chinese were perhaps better loglelans than the Egyptians and
made fewer errors In what they had to say about the world of man
the cosmos. Therefore, idien we attribute a more critical
world view to the Chinese it Is not to Imply that we believe the
source of error Is to be found In the Egyptian process of
thought but rather in their lack of knowledge.
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Zn their reepeotlve waye both Egyptian and Chinese thou^t
became critical^ but a real difference between them is found In
the fact that they started from different premises and pro¬
gressed to different ends. Although the Chinese and Egyptians
began with distinct thou^t patterns centuries old« they may
again be considered alike to the extent that each had a particu¬
lar religious bent* ^Hellglon appeared In both societies as a
synthesis of the thinking of the respeotlwe societies. » Xt gawe
the people of each a unlwersal value to which to cling. The hu¬
man desire for satisfaction penwated both societies to the ex¬
tent that there was thou^t to exist an absolute law or a law¬
giver that contributed to the prosperity of men on earth.
^ tie have seen that the Egyptians In the second cycle were
rather sophisticated In their thinking. Frankfort * s observation
that Amon was the breath of life surely Indicates this fact.
When we reach the stage of Xkhnaton, In which there Is a unifi¬
cation of delty» Egyptian thought Is more sophisticated. The
Egyptians viewed the unity In the human world as being repre¬
sentative of the vinlty to be found In the cosmos. The Chinese,
In the third cycle, were synthesising their various conceptions
about the world and physical phexiom^ia. This synthesis of Chi¬
nese thought associated with Chu Hsl and Wang Shou-Jen points up
the fact that the Chinese were making a very serious effort to
understand their envlroximent.
AS a final note to our ooo^arlson, we must understand that
In both societies when the powers of thought and action matured
had more time to observe and consider his environment.
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he became more aware of the differences between himself and the
world about him. He began to wouder about the causes i^oh lay
behind the effects which he could obserre. He accumulated a
large store of beliefs about his enwironment and it was in
these beliefs that he found the seeds of a central understanding
of the imirerse and his place therein.
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL HOIE
The literature eoueerning Eg^pt aM China la rather exten-
aiTOf Perhaps more attention has been deToted to the histories
or these tvo eountries than to thoae oP any other of the anoient
elyilizationf These areas seem to draw steadily for study per<»
sons intent on proTing one thesis or another* It is regrettable,
however, that we do not find adequate material on the develop*
ment of thou^t for either anoient Egypt or China* Beoause the
writings of early Chinese thinkers were edited by subsequent
generations, an authentio understanding of Chinese history will
have to wait until such time as scholars discover shat is fact¬
ual* Since most of our knowledge of Egyptian thought is based
upon conclusions reached by various scholars in their study of
xoaterlal found in religious artifacts and records* we cannot
regard this knowledge as unequivocal truth.
This comparative analysis of the development of thought in
anoient Egypt and China is not written from original sources.
In the case of Egypt it has been necessary to gamer from ordi¬
nary histories or general works material that suggested obvious
signs of change in ttiought. James Henry Breasted* s The Develop¬
ment of Religion and Thought in Ancient Egypt (Hew fork, 1912}
and his The Dawn of Conscience (How fork, 1933} are necessary to
understand the Anoient Egyptian*s conceptions and beliefs and
are excellent studies of the development of ethical standards in
Egypt* Breasted*a A History of Egypt (2nd ed*; Hew fork, 1948}
remains a standard historical treatment of the subject; his
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Ancient Reeordt (6 Tols.; ChlCfigo, 1906), especially, end Henri
Frankfort’s Ancient Eggrptlan Religion (New Xork, 1948) contain
Information idiich clearly suggests that Egyptian thought under¬
went a distinct process of deTelopiront*
John A* Wilson’s The Burden of Egypt (Chicago, 1951), excel¬
lent in parts. Is an ImformatlTe, Impartial, and readable ad¬
dition to the literature on Egypt. While very suggestiwe in re¬
spect to interpretation of the known history of Egypt, Wilson's
book shares a major defect that is found usually in the books
of Frankfort and others who beliewe that there was little ad-
wancement in thought until the Greeks* This belief suggests
that the inhabitants of early eiirilised societies failed ewer
to approach the development of any form of scientific thinking.
Such a view may perhaps be traced back to Levy-Bruhl who
describes primitive peoples as being pre-loglcal and prone to
domination by mysticism (or religion), shile the civilised peo¬
ples are domixxated by logic. According to him, the primitives
never advanced to the stage of recognition of the relationship
between cause and effect in natural phenomena. Civilized man
differed because he had the faculty to recount experiences | he,
then, had the advantage of understanding the nature of cause and
effect and of adjusting jhimself to his environment. Levy-Bruhl
builds his entire theory of the differences in the thinking of
literates and pre-literates on this distinction.
In the writings of such prominent Egyptologists as Wilson
and Frankfort we find a similar distinction being made between
the peoples of earlier soeieties and those after the Greeks.
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They would have us believe that thou^t in early societies re¬
mained virtually unchanged, and that the Greeks represent the
starting point in the development of critical thought. One
general criticism of this approach is that scholars fall to rea¬
lize {or they virtually i^ore the fact) that all people in the
initial stages of civilization are n^thopoeic to some extent#
iltienne Drloton and Jacques Vandler*a Les peuples de
l*orlent Mlditerraneent I. L»£gypte (Paris, 1938) is by far the
most important single volume on Egypt# It is a competent analy¬
sis of Egyptian institutions. Even judged on the basis of find¬
ings since 1938, it remains an authentic source#
Of importance is S# E# K# Olanville (ed.). The Legacy of
Egypt (Inndon, 1942}; excellent essays on aspects of Egyptian
civilization and Egypt's contributions to the ancient world axui
later times. Alexandre Moret's The Kile and Egyptian Civiliza¬
tion (Hew York, 1928), a standard work, proved most valuable for
its merits as a comprehensive survey#
There is an abundance of material on the development of
Chinese thought but most of it is void of critical approach#
Fung Xu-lan*s A History of Chinese Philosophy (Peiping, 1937) is
not critical, but contains invaluable material on leading Chi¬
nese thinkers. A remarkable little book is Herrlee Glessner
Creel's Slnism (Chicago, 1929), which gives a sound interpreta¬
tion of Chinese thougpat in the Han period. Though Sinism is a
very small book, written originally as a doctoral dissertation,
it remains a good book for those Interested in the movement of
thought in the Han period. Creel's most serious error mis in
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Attempting to project Into earlier period# oonclualona he found
to be valid for the development of thought In the Han. Jan J,
H. De6root*8 The Religion of the Chinese (Kew Xork^ 1910)
John Knight Shryock«i Origin and Development of the State Cult
of Confaolus (Hew fork, 1932) are sound, well»wpltten books.
They do not deal with the general thought of the Chinese but
they are necessary and useful to any discussion of Chinese
thought. Perhaps the most Important single volume, and, inci¬
dentally, the most recent, on Chinese thought available Is a
symposium edited by Arthur Fm Wright called Studies In Chinese
Thought (Chicago, 1953) | It la a survey of the major aspects of
Chinese thought with which Chinese philosophers have been con¬
cerned; an excellent source of information and suggestive inter¬
pretations.
Oswald Spengler»a The Decline of the West (1 vol. ed,; Hew
York, 1932) and Arnold J. Toynbee*# A Study of History (6 vols.;
New York, 1934) were very useful Inasmuch as they used China and
Bgypt as eases In their attempts to conatxnxot unlversals and
Verify recurrent phenomena In hlstoi^. Their opinions In regard
to Egypt and China are valuable; they demonstrate rather clear¬
ly how historical material can be used to systematise the actual
processes associated with the rise and fall of early civilised
societies. Their opinions of the two societies, however, have
not been Incorporated Into the body of this work because the
writer was not convinced of their validity.
The American Hiatorlcal Review, The Journal of Near Eastern
Studies. Antiquity, The Journal of the History of Ideas, and
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Ethics were eousolted from 1930 mud 1943 through the issues of
1954*
2^ny Articles found in. journals have been consulted but are
not listed in this bibliography because their relevance to the
subject is merely marginal*
Finally, there is one book to wMch I am greatly indebted
for many ideas which have gone into this comparison* Francis
JHacDonald Comford^s Prom Religion to Philosophy, thou^ myin^y
concerned with the origin of ifestern speculation, gave me the
necessary mental construct to compare thoee changes from reli*'
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